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Goals
• To discover if high school students can 

make competent teaching artists in the 
Hunter Heartbeat Method, as 
compared to college students with the 
same training

• To determine if I could feasibly 
combine my knowledge from my Arts 
Management and Theatre majors to 
recruit, plan, and facilitate a series of 
workshops using the Hunter Heartbeat 
Method



BACKGROUND



Why?
• The Hunter Heartbeat Method has 

been researched by the Nisonger
Center and the Ohio State Department 
of Theatre since 2011

• High school students have not 
previously had the opportunity to act 
as teaching artists in a research setting

• Previous research focuses on the 
children with autism participants, not 
the teaching artists themselves



What is the Hunter Heartbeat 
Method?
• A drama therapy method that utilizes 

Shakespeare’s plot, characters, and text in 
theatre games to help develop social skills in 
children with autism

• Created by Kelly Hunter, Artistic Director of 
Flute Theatre and formerly of the Royal 
Shakespeare Company

• Actors are trained to be teaching artists, and 
then work one-on-one with students with 
autism 

• Integrates interventions into theatre games to 
target social skills such as recognizing and 
expressing emotions, using eye contact, and 
having body awareness

• Materials required include only tape and a 
location

• Games and training are detailed in Hunter’s 
book, Shakespeare’s Heartbeat



Relevant 
Experience
• Taken the 

Shakespeare and 
Autism course at Ohio 
State twice

• Inaugural 
Shakespeare and 
Autism/Bridgeway 
Academy intern in 
Spring 2018

• Floater at Bridgeway 
Academy summer 
2018

• Drama Teacher at The 
Learning Spectrum



APPROVAL AND 
RECRUITMENT



Approval and Funding
Ohio State Arts Undergraduate Research 
Scholarship

• In Spring 2017, applied for approval for 
the distinction project and funding

• Fully funded the project
• Submitted a 13 page application and 

essay detailing the project, process, and 
budget

Intuitional Review Board

• Required to apply because I was doing 
research with human participants

• Consisted of a long and detailed 
application, research protocol, and 
many other supporting documents

• In place to ensure safety and 
confidentiality of all participants

• Required several revisions and took 
almost 4 months to finally complete



Recruitment of Teaching Artists
• Used a Google forms to collect applications
• Applications consisted of name, contact information, reference, and a few short 

answer questions regarding experience
• Initially only wanted high school teaching artists, but due to lack of sign ups, added a 

college component, requiring me to adjust my hypothesis and approval applications
• To reach high school recruits, I contacted almost 20 local theatre/ music teachers, as 

well as shared the information on Facebook
• To reach college recruits, I contacted several relevant Ohio State departments, such as 

the Music, Education, and Theatre, as well as shred the information on Facebook and 
by word of mouth



Recruitment of children with autism
• Sent flyers to Bridgeway Academy, The 

Learning Spectrum, and Columbus 
Speech and Hearing Center

• Used a google form to collect 
information

• Kept extending the deadline due to 
lack of sign ups



Initial Recruitment Results
Teaching Artists

• College students
• Initially 3 participants
• One realized she did not have enough time 

to commit to the project
• Ended with two participants

• High school students
• Initially 2 participants
• One decided it was not a right fit for her
• One joined after the first 2 training 

workshops started
• Ended with 2 participants

Children with Autism

• Initially 3 participants
• One decided with his mother after the 

first session that was not the right fit
• One joined after three workshop sessions
• One more sibling joined as a peer model 

for the last two sessions



WORKSHOPS: 
TRAINING



Training Process
• Six weeks of training with a 1.5 hour 

session per week
• Learned 15 Hunter Heartbeat Games 

overall
• Worked with Noni Maddrey as an 

assistant
• OSU Graduate of 2018 with a B.A. in 

Theatre
• Has taken the Shakespeare and Autism 

course twice



Structure of Training
• Game is introduced verbally and discuss 

social intervention goals of game
• Noni and I demonstrate the game
• The teaching artists go off in pairs to 

practice
• Noni and I would give comments
• Mixed up the pairs each time

• The pairs would demonstrate the game 
for everyone

• Discussion of what went well, what needs 
work,

• Opportunity for questions



Example of Training






WORKSHOPS: 
WITH KIDS



Workshop Process
• 8 weeks of workshops with 1 hour 

workshops per week
• Teaching artists expected to be there 

30 min early form warm up, game plan, 
and review of game

• Teaching artists were paired 1-on-1 with 
a child, chosen by the child at the start 
of the session

• I facilitated the workshops, Noni 
assisted  when needed



Structure of Workshop
• Session begins with Heartbeat Hellos
• A game is demonstrated with teaching 

artists modeling
• Teaching artists and children work 1-on-

1 on their own
• Noni and I supported as necessary

• Each pair shared the game with the 
group in the circle

• Repeat with a new game
• Session ends with Heartbeat Goodbyes



Example of teaching a game






Sharing with the group:
Henry and Awweb






Sharing with the group: 
Emily and Gage






CONCLUSIONS



Recruitment Conclusions
Teaching Artists

• Low numbers overall required the 
project to be adapted

• Original goal of 6 high schoolers to 
three high schoolers and three college 
students

• Issues of weekly commitment, recruiting 
at the the wrong time of the year

• Learning experience in marketing

Children with Autism

• Difficult to recruit number necessary
• Did not reach desired number until 2nd

to last workshop
• Possible reasons include: transportation 

location, weekly commitment,  lack of 
incentive for regular attendance, 
many activities for people on spectrum 
offered in Columbus and at schools



Research Conclusions/ Observations
• High school students can make 

competent teaching artists
• High school teaching artists required 

more time developing their acting skills 
as opposed to the college students

• College teaching artists were more 
confident in their acting despite similar 
theatre background to high school 
students

• The high school students were more 
dedicated to the project, as shown 
through attendance



Quotes from Participants
• “I think I always saw myself working with 

people with special needs in some 
capacity, but the workshops showed 
me that this is something that I can do 
through the arts.” - College participant

• “I have a greater understanding of 
people with autism after the workshop 
and how to make them feel at home, 
so it made me feel more confident 
about that career path.” - High school 
participant



POST-WORKSHOP 
EVENTS



Denman 
Undergraduate 
Research 
Forum
• University-wide 

research competition

• Took place on 
February 20th at the 
Pomerene Hall Idea 
Space

• Sorted into the 
Language and 
Cognitive 
Development 
category



Creative Arts Symposium
• March 26th in Ohio Union

• Presenting onstage from 1:35pm-
1:45pm

• Ohio State’s 1st Undergraduate 
focused collective arts symposium

• Giving a 10-minute PowerPoint 
presentation



QUESTIONS?



Credits
• Presenter and Researcher: Mackenzie Peterson
• Advisor: Professor Kevin McClatchy
• Committee: Professor Kevin McClatchy, Professor Jennifer Schlueter, Dr. Dana Kletchka
• Special thanks to Noni Maddrey, the teaching artists, child participants, and their 

families for participating in this project
• Thank you to the College of Arts and Sciences Arts Undergraduate Research fund for 

funding this project



Resources
• Hunter, Kelly. Shakespeare's Heartbeat: Drama Games for Children with Autism. 2015. 

• Shakespeare and Autism Research:  https://insights.osu.edu/arts/shakespeare-helps-
autism?utm_campaign=UMAR+Stories+CM&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=link&utm_term
=Res+Arts&utm_content=59ba9bbf002f43812c14de28acb38d64+59ba9bbf002f439591926a673d9c
72be

https://insights.osu.edu/arts/shakespeare-helps-autism?utm_campaign=UMAR+Stories+CM&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=link&utm_term=Res+Arts&utm_content=59ba9bbf002f43812c14de28acb38d64+59ba9bbf002f439591926a673d9c72be
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